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Creating a dimesale has never been so easy! Send Customers Into A Buying Frenzy... Without The

Burden Of Having To Install A Complicated Script Hi Fellow Marketer! Pretty often, I receive mails from

people who need help installing a script. Im not such a whiz myself, but in the last year Ive installed about

a zillion different scripts, and I guess its true what they say: Practice makes the master. ;o) The lack of

experience a lot of people have when it comes to script-installation, is something many marketers forget. I

must say Im guilty of it too. Its something typically human: once you become familiar with something, you

tend to forget others are not... But thats not exactly what I wanted to talk to you about... The thing is...

many useful, profit pulling tools are being released every week, many of them are scripts. Dimesales, for

example, have become really popular lately. Unfortunately, most dimesale scripts are rather complicated

and hard to install, even for the experienced script-installer... Thats why I came up with this: 1-2-3

Dimesale is a simple tool that will change the way you do business online. It allows you to run your very

own dimesale without having to install some sort of complicated script. Lets take a short look at how a

dimesale works: When youre running a dimesale, every customer that arrives at your page is presented

with a ticker that increases the price automatically based on a settings you provide. The payment button

refreshes on autopilot and increases your price day and night, while you can spend your valuable time

doing other things. A dimesale is a very effective marketing method ANYONE can use... With this

software tool you can have your very own dimesale online in three simple steps*: Answer some questions

about your sale. Paste the generated code in your sales page. Upload your sales website and start

selling. Creating a MySQL database? Editing complicated PHP-code? !!!NOT ANYMORE!!! If you can

copy & paste, you can run a 1-2-3 dimesale Dont delay.... click the buy button to get your dimesale script

and start making money simply by running a dimesale on your website! It is that simple!
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